
 

President’s report 2016/2017 

 

To all members of the AWPA,  

 

The 2016 year will today witnessed the yet again the finest showcase of 

whip cracking talent in our country and in my opinion the world. A high 

light for me from today’s outcomes will be to see such humble and very 

talented children and adults compete here today because they enjoy this 

sport.  

 

The Pee Wee and Juvenile sections of the AWPA are on show here today 

with an ever increasing pressure to learn harder routines.  

 

Our future and heritage within the AWPA rests with these children and 

their devoted parents to keep our values strong for years to come. The very 

talented Anderson, Kelly and Bramich Siblings travelling from Tasmania 

again this year is a great asset for our Australian titles.  

 

Thank you in advance to all judges, assistant judges and administration 

helpers here today as this is an extremely difficult job and the AWPA is 

very appreciative of the pressure you as a judge were under. 

 

Congratulations to all members for your efforts in organizing and assisting 

in the running this year’s Australian titles for our 25th year here at the 

RAS in Sydney. I would also like to thank the RAS Show society 

committee for their support in hosting the national titles and continuing 

with their sponsorship to make this the richest whip cracking event in the 

world.  

 

Huge thanks for the ongoing support from R.M.Williams and the RAS- 

Sydney Royal Easter show in hosting the National titles and the World 

Bullock whip title.  To R.M.Williams for their continuing sponsorship 

over a 20 year period, especially to Terry Goodear who is always assisting 

with the Australian Titles each year.   

 



Thanks need to go out to all the members and their families for supporting 

& promoting the sport over the past 12 months. From today’s National 

titles here in Sydney through to the remaining Queensland, NSW, VIC & 

TASMANIA championships new champions will be awarded with state 

titles throughout the year. The highlight from the entries received is that all 

members are actively travelling Australia and supporting this truly 

Australian sport in humble manner.  

 

Finally, to those members who are always giving back to this Iconic sport 

in many different ways, be it in sponsorship, donations, fee coaching, 

promoting events and even attracting new members.  I personally would 

like to thank all of you as well as the outgoing committee for their efforts 

and support over the past 12 months.  

Kind regards,  

Steve Wicks  

PRESIDENT 


